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Tess Springall
Tess has presented her work at two 
Share Art events; one at Pallant House 
Gallery and one at the Royal Academy. 
In the first instance – at Pallant House 
Gallery - someone else spoke about 
Tess’ work on her behalf, but at the 

event at the Royal Academy, she felt confident enough to 
stand up and speak about it herself. She was over the moon 
at having been asked to present her work for a second 
time, but there was also a part of her that was absolutely 
terrified about getting up in front of lots of people. 
Travelling to London was also a big deal for her. Tess had 
recently finished the Outside In: Step Up workshop training 
and Outside In Ambassador training which had helped with 
her confidence, and she was also encouraged by staff and 
friends at the gallery.

Tess says of her experience: “I was so very anxious before and 
during the talk, but at least I actually did it. I am so grateful 
to all those that supported and encouraged me to go. I spoke 
about 10 bits of my art and started by talking about my 
sculpture triptych ‘Mental Health’, which was exhibited in the 
2012 Outside In: National at Pallant House Gallery. Sharing 
art with others is important because it gives you a way to 
share your creative ideas and be inspired by others.” Tess 
took along a broad spectrum of her work; drawings, sculpture 
and paintings, as she wanted some feedback on the range of 
things her creative practice encompasses. 

Artists find inspiration through sharing their art

Peter Baker
With subject matter consisting of 
landscapes and places remembered from 
childhood, Peter enjoyed every minute of 
sharing his art with the group. Having taken 
part in Share Art three times at Pallant 
House Gallery, Peter also participated in the 

event at the Royal Academy. He plans to continue sharing his art 
with a wider audience, getting different pieces seen every time. He 
says: “The people who attend Share Art are very keen to listen and 
learn about how the work was made.” 

Share Art provides artists from Pallant House 
Gallery’s Learning and Community Programme with 

the opportunity to share their work with likeminded 
people. For each edition of Share Art, artists who are 
affiliated with the Gallery’s Learning and Community 
Programme; e.g. workshop assistants or those 
involved with Partners in Art, are invited to come 
along and talk about their work. Events have so far 
taken place at Pallant House Gallery and the Royal 
Academy of Arts in London. Sarah Ash spoke to three 
artists who have presented their work in this format.

Peter Baker, Venice Building

Stephen White
Working mainly in paint, Stephen took 
some of his portraits along to Share Art. 
His faces are purposefully ambiguous, 
and he wanted feedback on whether 
the audience thought they were male 
or female. Although he did talk about his 

work, he was more interested in hearing people’s thoughts and 
enjoyed the critical feedback and deciphering whether people 
were on the same track as him. He said: “It’s always nice to hear 
what other people are doing. Artists are a kind of visual thief – 
always pinching ideas from one another!” (continued on page 2)
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News in Brief

Head of Learning and Community 
Sandra Peaty and Community 
Programme Coordinator Lucy 
Greenfield said the following about 
Share Art:
“There is a strong, growing and 
supportive arts community that has 
evolved over the years in the Community 
Programme.  This community plays an 
important part in creating a friendly, 
encouraging and supportive atmosphere 
for individual artists to have the 
confidence to show and talk about their 
art work in Share Art events, many for 
the first time. Some participants find the 
experience initially daunting but once 
they have taken part they are often 
elated and delighted to have had the 
opportunity to show and talk about their 
art work publicly. This experience has led 
to some having a new found confidence 
to speak to an audience at various events 
and training sessions. Others are inspired 
to develop their art work and try new 
activities and techniques as result of the 
positive feedback they receive about 
their work. The staff are surprised and 
delighted that Share Art is having such 
a positive effect not only on those who 
take part but in the way the audience 
responds and is inspired by the diverse 
range of creativity they are shown.”

Last two Outside In Award 
Winner solo shows
The next few months see the last two 
exhibitions in a series of six celebrating 
the Outside In Award Winners of 2012. 
From 29 July – 24 August, Matthew 
Sergison-Main’s work will occupy 
the Studio. Much of Matthew’s work 
arises from a spontaneous stream 
of consciousness, some of which is 
created by making random marks and 
allowing what the subconscious sees 
to become concrete. The exhibition 
will offer a selection of Matthew’s 

Sharing your art work with others can 
help make it clear in your mind what 
your work means and why you make 
it. Additionally, hearing feedback can 
validate the work you do, lead you down 
a path you may not have considered 
before, and encourage you to see 
yourself as an artist. Opportunities 
like Share Art mean you also get to 
experience other people’s work, their 
artistic process, and what inspires them. 

iconic monochromatic pieces featuring 
imaginary landscapes and creatures. 
Looking ahead, Michelle Roberts will 
have her colourful creations in the 
Studio from 30 September – 26 
October. Inspired jointly by things 
in her head and things she has seen 
or experienced, Michelle fills huge 

canvases with bright colours, leaving 
her imaginative imprint on a very 
recognisable subject matter.

Initiative for family carers at 
Pallant House Gallery
Care for Art is a two hour workshop 
run on the second Tuesday of each 
month 10.30 – 12.30 in the Studio at 
Pallant House Gallery. It is for family 
Carers who have an interest in art, enjoy 
being creative and would appreciate 
a break from their caring role. Artist 
Educators and practicing artists provide 
opportunities for participants to explore 
a wide range of materials and learn new 
techniques. The workshops are also 
supported by a volunteer who welcomes 
new people, offers refreshments and 
makes sure everyone is comfortable 
when participating in the workshop. 

There are a number of places available, if 
you are interested in joining Care for Art 
or would like more information, please 
contact: Lucy Greenfield, Community 
Programme Coordinator by emailing 
l.greenfield@pallant.org.uk or calling 
07788489536.

Matthew Sergison-Main, Fungal Fruits

Michelle Roberts, Remembrance Day

You can take away fresh ideas; new 
subject matter and new concepts of 
different media, and utilise them within 
your own artistic practice.  

If you would like information on the 
next Share Art event, which will 
be taking place on Wednesday 10 
September, 1.30pm – 3.30pm, you 
can contact Community Programme 
Coordinator Lucy Greenfield by emailing 
l.greenfield@pallant.org.uk or calling 
01243 770833.  

Stephen White, Self-portrait

Tess Springall, Meltdown
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I knew about the Gallery before I started my placement 
because I’m from the area, although I wasn’t familiar with 

Partners in Art or the Community Programme. When I 
started at university, they showed us a list of options for our 
placement and as soon as I saw Partners in Art, I knew that’s 
what I wanted to do. I just knew it would be so interesting 
and it’s the area I want to go into eventually for my career.

I decided to stay on with the scheme because I was 
enjoying it so much and Derek and I had formed such a 
good relationship. I just really didn’t want it to end. It’s 
also such good experience: I had wanted to volunteer 
within a community programme in the hope of getting into 
Occupational Therapy when I leave university. It just seemed 
like the best thing to do – just keep going.

Derek and I have such a lot in common. He loves screen 
printing and I did a lot of that last year. He had done some 
screen printing before, but not to the degree that I had. I 
brought in a load of different ideas for various ways of doing 
it, and he got really excited about it all. I’ve taken him to the 
university as well – he told me his favourite actress was Joan 
Collins so I got a big picture of her that he could print. Just 
being with him is really enjoyable, so sometimes we’ll just 
sit and talk about his week or which films he’s seen – he’s a 
really big film fan! 

The work I do with Derek in the sessions is very different to 
what I do at university (which is mainly silicone paintings). 
We’ll usually work together on something, or if we’re going 
to work separately, we’ll do the same thing but individually 
and just continue to talk about what we’re doing the whole 
way through. He’ll say “that’s good,” and I’ll say “I like what 
you’re doing there.” It really is a two way thing.

Derek is so precise in his own work. He uses all these stencils 
to draw from. He’s a big fan of Andy Warhol, so he takes 
some inspiration from that sort of pop-art work. He likes 
to copy from books, but he’ll bring his own little touch to 
everything. His humour often comes into his work as well. 
His approach to the way he looks at things is very different 
to my approach. 

The atmosphere in the Studio during the sessions is just 
brilliant! You’ve got people coming in regularly and sitting in 
the same seats every time, like Simon and Peter. You’ll have 
Derek being really loud doing a Superman or an Incredible 
Hulk impression - he has me in tears of laughter in every 
session! Everyone’s just really happy; they want to be there, 
so there’s just a big sense of enjoyment from everyone. I 
won’t always sit with Derek for the whole session; I might 
go off and speak to other people, find out what they’re up 
to. Everyone’s so talented, so it’s just really lovely to see 
how different people work and the art they produce. It’s a 
comfortable atmosphere where no one’s afraid just to be 
themselves. 

A Shared Journey
Charlie Rapley is a student at the University of Chichester. For her placement, she chose to join the Partners 
in Art scheme and has since been partnered with Derek Groves. Although her placement has now ended, she 
continues to come along to the Gallery to work with Derek.

The scheme works so well – there’s really not much else like it 
out there at all. It’s also mutually beneficial. It’s not like being 
a teacher; instead, you’re doing it all together. You’re learning 
from each other all the time – you’re not there to help the other 
person. I did a bit of research into art therapy and with that you 
‘help’ people, whereas with Partners in Art it’s not about helping 
people, it’s about working together with them doing something 
that you both enjoy. 

Working with Derek has had a really big impact on my own 
approach to my work. I am much calmer and more relaxed now. 
Before, I was a bit all over the place, quite scatty. Working with 
someone else has really calmed me down. It’s levelled me out. So 
the partnership has given me that to take away and put into my 
university work. I’m also going to take away a heap of experience 
– particularly an understanding of how people work differently 
and what to say and what not to say; really just an overall 
awareness of working with people. It doesn’t matter whether 
somebody has a physical disability or something like that; we’re 
fundamentally all the same, and this is the main thing I’m taking 
away from it. It makes you feel really good and I’ve learnt such a 
lot about myself during my time here. Whatever I end up doing 
in the future, I want it to be somewhere with an atmosphere like 
this. It’s just so much fun.  Interview by Kate Davey

Derek Groves at the Royal Academy on a Partners in Art trip
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Exhibitions and Collections will support Continuing 
Professional Development

•

•

•

Teachers at a pilot CPD workshop

In response to feedback from local schools, Pallant House Gallery’s Learning Programme has increased its 
teachers’ offer to include Continuing Professional Development workshops for teachers. These workshops aim 
to provide teachers with the confidence and skills to use the Collection and exhibitions programme to support 
learning within the classroom and on self-led visits.

Those involved in Pallant House Gallery’s Teachers’ Advisory 
Group wanted to devise a way that other local teachers 

could work together and support each other alongside 
accessing the Gallery as a valuable resource. The Learning and 
Community team at the Gallery also wanted to find an activity 
that would further enhance their schools’ offer and would 
provide the teachers who visit the Gallery on school trips with 
the chance to learn more about the Gallery and its Collection. 
The consultation time with both the Gallery’s Advisory Group 
and feedback from visiting schools highlighted a lack of 
confidence around using the Gallery as a learning resource due 
to what many felt was a limited knowledge and understanding 
of the collection. 

As a result of these discussions, a pilot CPD workshop took 
place in March 2014. Teachers had the chance to come in and 
explore the Gallery’s spaces and take part in some creative 
play. The pilot was used as a way to consult with the teachers: 
What would work for them? What wouldn’t? What barriers 
would there be? The main points raised by teachers with 
regards to what they wanted out of the sessions were

The chance to try different techniques to take back to school

To learn about the life and influences of different artists so 
as to impart the story to the pupils

To have CPD sessions in advance of the exhibitions opening 
so as to include a visit into our schedule

One participant in the pilot CPD workshop, Rachael Potter 
from Jessie Younghusband School, said of the day: “The CPD 
workshop was extremely useful as it opened up the possibility 
of exploring the work of an artist we might not otherwise 
have considered. I left feeling inspired to work in different 
ways at school. A new CPD offer would enable us to continue 
to use a wider range of artists as a starting point for our work 
in school and also to benefit from the opportunity to bring our 
children to see real art.”

At the start of the new academic year, September 2014, the 
Gallery’s new teachers CPD offer will be launched and will 
include three different activities:  

Look, Create, Ideas
Look, Create, Ideas will be based on a need for sharing, 
networking and creative play. Workshop participants will be 
sent a selection of images from the forthcoming exhibition 
programme and each participating teacher will be invited to 
plan a lesson around the identified key works. The group will 
then come together at the workshop and share their ideas 
with each other. The workshop and creative play will be 
facilitated by a lead artist educator.  

Technical Focus
Technical Focus will be a skills-based workshop, led by one 
process – printmaking, mixed media, photography; for 
example, printing and Paolozzi. From this, teachers can take 
away two things: technical skills and a deeper knowledge of 
the Collection.

School Programme – Taster Sessions
The Taster Sessions will be free and will highlight what a 
‘normal’ schools’ visit might involve. The teachers will take 
the place of the students for the day, touring the Gallery and 
working in the Studio. This will hopefully give teachers the 
confidence to bring their students into the Gallery on self-led 
visits or take away ideas for the classroom. 

For more information on the CPD offer or if you have any 
other questions about the schools programme, please email 
Learning Programme Manager Natalie Franklin: n.franklin@
pallant.org.uk or call 01243 770839. 
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How did you become an Artist Educator at Pallant 
House Gallery?
I think I started just after the redevelopment eight or nine 
years ago. I have been teaching ever since I finished furniture 
school (I studied Furniture Design after completing a Fine Art 
degree at the Ruskin School of Drawing at Oxford). I think the 
first time I heard the term ‘Artist Educator’ was when I started 
doing some work at the Courtauld. I was working there when 
Marc Steene visited and asked if I would take on some work at 
Pallant House as well. 

What sort of things do you do at the Gallery?
Well it really is a cross section. It can be primary school 
workshops, secondary school workshops, A Level and GCSE, 
or Pallant Community Workshops on a Thursday. It’s really very 
varied. You often find that schools come back year after year 
because they want the same sort of structure each time. They 
choose whether they want to do identity or symbolism, or if 
they want to look at the small paintings or work from the 60s. 
It also depends on where it ties in with the curriculum. I’ll always 
have a chat with the teachers before a workshop to find out 
what they’ve been doing in class prior to coming to the Gallery. 

The Life of…. An Artist Educator
Dinah Kelly has been an Artist Educator with the Learning and Community Programme at Pallant House Gallery 
for over eight years. She facilitates a whole host of workshops, including school visits and Pallant Community 
Workshops. Here, Kate Davey asks her about this varied role.

Do you work as an Artist Educator elsewhere?
I also do some teaching at the Courtauld in London, and I teach 
A Level Art at Bartholomews Tutorial College in Brighton; 
a private tutorial college running GCSEs and A Levels. The 
students come from varied educational backgrounds, with their 
parents feeling they would get the support they need from 
one to one tuition or very small teaching groups. My A Level 
teaching is very different to my work at the Gallery, as it has 
got more of a structure and an exam at the end. I really enjoy 
working with different groups of people, and I find that art can 
often be a way in.
 
What’s your favourite part of the job?
The variety, but I do like working in museum and gallery settings 
in particular. I like introducing small children or teenagers to 
the Collection as a starting point. It’s actually not that difficult 
getting young people engaged with the work. I worked with a 

youth group a while back who hadn’t worked with the Gallery 
before. I came out of my comfort zone and met them at their 
youth group, which was interesting. I went in, thinking they 
were probably thinking “oh here comes this arty farty lady.” It 
actually turned out great. So yes, it’s the variety. It’s always 
different, and that’s because people are always different. 

Any highlights?
One time, during a Saturday workshop, we were running a 
group with teenagers. They were using their faces as casts to 
make masks – I said “as long as you can put straws up your 
noses, you can still breathe OK!” I think persuading people that 
they are an artist in that moment when they are producing a 
work is really rewarding. It’s about focusing on that process, 
which is what makes you an artist, rather than the end result. 
I get a lot of pupils at the Courtauld who have never been to 
a gallery before. They’ll say “are they real, the works?” And it’s 
about getting them to understand that if they had a pencil or 
paintbrush in their hand and a canvas in front of them, they 
could do the same too. I once worked with a lady who was 
adamant she wouldn’t do a monoprint of a figure. I suggested 
she tried choosing a subject matter that was close to her heart. 
She chose her cat and created a fantastic piece that she really 
liked and everyone admired.

What do you think about the Gallery and its Learning and 
Community Programme?
I think it’s an excellent part of what the Gallery does. I think 
the Gallery is really interesting in that when somebody’s found 
it, they think it’s brilliant. And the visiting exhibitions are just 
fantastic, and really varied. I think the one thing that would 
ensure more people came would be to reduce the entry price 
or have a whole day where entrance is free. I think one of 
the exemplary things about the Learning and Community 
Programme is the opportunity to exhibit that comes with it - 
it makes all the difference making your work if you know that 
people are going to see it at the end; especially your friends 
and family. The Studio is really accessible as well, and I think 
the people who come along to the Learning and Community 
workshops experience the Gallery as a really safe environment. 
You can see people’s confidence increasing ten-fold, and there 
are some incredibly talented artists who take part. 

What’s next?
I’m an artist myself, working on Islamic inspired art. I have a 
studio at the Phoenix in Brighton and I travel a lot to North 
Africa. I’m thinking about a project at the moment – although 
it’s only really in my head – that combines sketchbooks and 
travel. In terms of the Gallery, I’d really like to see some more 
exhibition opportunities come out of the schools workshops, 
and I think it would be fantastic to have workshops that 
combine participants from the Learning side of things and 
the Community side of things. I think everyone would get so 
much out of it. The Gallery is such a great place to work, the 
volunteers are great, the Custodians and Front of House staff 
are fantastically friendly, and that just makes all the difference.  

Dinah Kelly leading a children’s workshop
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This September, seven selected Outside In artists will have their work on show at CGP London in Southwark 
Park. The finalists were selected from 154 submissions and will all have black and white work in ‘The Inner Self: 
Drawings from the Subconscious.’ From the selected artists, one will be chosen as the overall winner; receiving 
a solo show at the Julian Hartnoll Gallery in Central London later in the autumn. Here’s a brief introduction to the 
seven artists and their creative practice. 

Outside In returns to London

Jan Arden, Wrestling with the Bull
From an early age, Jan liked to copy 
cartoons and comic book characters 
before moving on to still life and 
portraits in secondary school. For 
many years he studied mime, dance, 
singing and drama before coming 
back to drawing and painting in 2009. 
Jan likes to combine Celtic knot-
work with African faces and South 
American Shamanistic Aztec priests, 
people, animals, symbols and shapes. 
He creates what he sees on the paper 
after moving the biro in dance like 
movements, eyes closed and reaching 
into the subconscious for inspiration 
and guidance.  

Imma Maddox 
Foot
Imma is 
predominantly a 
textile artist, as 
well as being a 
survivor of mental 
illness. Alongside 
her drawings 
such as ‘Foot’, 
Imma creates 
Icons, which 
she has been 
painting for about 
fifteen years. 
For these, she 
uses traditional 
methods dating 
back to Roman 
times.  

Terence Wilde, Definitions of Normal
Terence Wilde studied printed textiles at Winchester School of 
Art, graduating in 1986 with a First Class Degree. Creativity 
is a visual language that helps convey a sense of history and 
the reality of the past for himself and other adult survivors. It 
offers respite through escape, and is key in his spiritual journey. 
He currently works as an art and textiles instructor within the 
Occupational Therapy department at the Bethlem Royal Hospital.
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Nigel Kingsbury, Becky
Nigel’s fine, delicate portraits depict 
women as mystical goddesses attired in 
glamorous ball gowns, decadent outfits 
and floating dresses. Each picture is 
unique, sometimes drawn from memory, 
sometimes of those in close proximity, 
but always of women he likes and is 
inspired by. This fascination with the 
female form inspires Nigel to create 
drawings with a frequently mysterious 
and eerie quality, although his idolisation 
of the figure in such a rare and carefully 
observed manner is far removed 
from contemporary issues of gender 
stereotyping. 

Hannah Swain, Putti
Hannah Swain produced her images of 
angels whilst in hospital after she was 
diagnosed with Bipolar at the age of 50. 

Billy Weston, Billy Nut
At the age of 14, Billy had a brain haemorrhage which resulted 
in the loss of his drawing right hand. He never regained the 
use of his right side, but relearned his natural artistic talent 
through his left hand. Since then, Billy has carried notebooks 
with him, drawing and painting life as it goes through his head.  

Pat Mear, Feeling Water
Pat has specialised in fine art painting as a result of attending 
Croydon College of Art in the 1960s-70s but has since 
moved away from original hard-edged brainwork towards 
more intuitive work. Her other works include fine line Indian 
ink animal drawings as well as an exploration of imaginary 
landscapes on cork; an environmentally renewable source. 

Work by the Outside In artists will sit alongside Outsider Artist Nick Blinko’s minutely detailed monochrome pieces. Macabre 
and intense; Nick’s images depict microscopically detailed interconnecting worlds and figures such as skulls, broken dolls, 
imps, foetuses and precisely handwritten notes. The exhibition will be accompanied by a series of events, talks and workshops 
organised by Outside In’s partners. The exhibition runs from 4 – 21 September 2014 at CGP London, Southwark Park. 
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Following a call out to the local public for memories and materials relating to the Graylingwell Hospital, artwork 
by several patients in the care of a Dr. Vawdrey came to light. Here, Executive Director Marc Steene discusses 
the art of Case Study 2 in light of an exhibition of these hidden histories in the Studio later in the year.

Hidden Histories: Case Study 2

The sense of excitement that went through the room when Alan 
Vawdrey turned up at the launch event for the Graylingwell 

Heritage Project with two bags of patients’ artwork was tangible. 
This was more than we had hoped for when sending a call out for 
people to bring along their memories and any other material they 
might have relating to the Graylingwell Hospital.

Alan Vawdrey is the son of Dr. Vawdrey, a well-respected 
psychiatrist who was the Senior Registrar at the Graylingwell 
Hospital from 1954 to 1985. The artwork in the bags consisted 
of drawings produced in art therapy sessions run by Dr. Vawdrey 
during the 1950’s and 60’s at the Edinburgh Royal and the 
Graylingwell Hospitals. Trained as a Jungian psychotherapist, he 
was one of the earlier exponents of art therapy, believing that 
through the process of creating art patients could find a way 
of expressing and dealing with their problems. What makes the 
collection even more fascinating is that we have Dr. Vawdrey’s 
dissertation from 1952 which references a lot of the art work and 
patient experiences, often in their own voices. 

During the process of looking at the artwork one patient has 
stood out, both in terms of the strength of work, its development 
and her ultimately uplifting story. Case Study 2 is described as a 
teacher aged 31 who suffered a breakdown and was voluntarily 

put into psychiatric care by her family.  She described her emotion 
at her breakdown to Dr. Vawdrey as “a butterfly being crushed 
inside her,” prompting him to consider her for art therapy. Whilst 
at hospital, as well as art therapy, she received treatment that 
might be considered shocking now, including insulin induced 
comas, one of which went wrong and left her comatose for 17 
hours. As a result of this coma she suffered amnesia which left 
her with a sense of anger and mistrust towards the medical 
profession who had “removed her memory and so taken away the 
only passport to understanding.” She described the experience 
of amnesia movingly in these words: “I stand on the tip of the 
present like the tick of a clock, a mechanical record of what is 
being measured.” 

Creating art provided a means of expressing and dealing with 
the many problems facing Case Study 2. Her art, initially, was 
figurative, colourful and patterned and developed over time into 
abstracted mark making, almost Van Gogh like in its rhythm and 
complexity. At one point she was painting 24 paintings a week and 
had “the overwhelming urge to produce.” The work is striking and 
often beautiful and it seems that as her health improved so her 
paintings became increasingly intuitive, abstract and magical. She 
was obviously a deeply sensitive soul with a heightened sensibility. 
On one occasion, it is recounted that she saw angels in the sky 
the day before her father’s death; a premonition evidenced by her 
family.  Her voice shines through in her art and words and a year 
after beginning analytical treatment her health had improved to 
the point that she resumed teaching and ceased treatment.

Dr. Vawdrey was a highly skilled practitioner; empathetic and 
caring, with an ear for the poetic and an eye for the beautiful. We 
owe his family huge thanks for saving the work and allowing us to 
share it more widely. The curating of the exhibition has involved 
the Graylingwell Heritage Project Coordinator, Sarah Rance-
Riley, and the Graylingwell Heritage Project Creative Team from 
the Gallery: Rachel Johnston, Tess Springall, Kate Simms, Lynne 
Firmager, as well as Alan Vawdrey.

Graylingwell Heritage: Hidden Histories will be on display in the Studio 
at Pallant House Gallery from 26 August – 28 September 2014. Case Study No. 2

Case Study No. 2
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Creative workshops for patients and public
Pallant House Gallery is leading the way on the creative leg of the Graylingwell Heritage Project; a new community 
project which aims to explore the rich social and cultural history of the Chichester-based Graylingwell Hospital. 
Three Gallery artists; Lynne Firmager, Kate Simms and Tess Springall, have been working alongside lead artist 
Rachel Johnston to run workshops for patients and the public. Here, Lynne Firmager speaks to Emily Turner 
about her involvement in the project.

What have you worked on as part of the creative team 
so far?
As part of the creative team, we are creating a piece of 
artwork in response to the history of the site and people’s 
feelings towards it. Kate, Tess and I have been working in 
various media, with objects that we have found in the records 
office. We have also been working with record books. We have 
been running workshops in some of the wards in Chichester, 
producing cyanotypes, marbling, and various object responses 
to the history of the site. We’ve interviewed people who 
worked as nurses at the Graylingwell Hospital and grew up on 
the site, which was self-sufficient. We’ve spoken to two ladies 
who lived on the site and had a father who was a shepherd. 
We’ve been using stuff like horse grasses and keys, as well as 
the lovely copperplate writing produced in the hospital. We’re 
really interested in getting patient responses which relate to 
people’s experiences of being hospitalised in the present day. 
The experience of being in hospital now compared to then is 
completely different.

As an artist yourself, what have you been producing in 
response to the project?
I was always very text based in my creative work, and I am 
a print maker. I like using text and traditional photography, 
as opposed to the digital photography commonly used 
today. Going to the records office and seeing this beautiful 
copperplate writing has really informed my work. Rachel 
Johnston introduced me to the technique of cyanotype, so 
now I don’t need to black out my whole bathroom to make a 
print! This means I can make prints through a layering system 
in a lovely cyan blue. I intend to work into a Perspex etching 
plate after this. I’m not local to Sussex, I’m originally from 

Kent, and I found patients in my research who had been sent 
down from Kent workhouses. We of course have to be very 
careful with the information we use and we can’t use anything 
from after 1914. There have been some very difficult things 
to read, and as an ex-patient myself I can relate to the terror 
and distress experienced by patients all those years ago. We 
are trying to relate the experience of psychiatric treatment 
and incarceration. In my own personal practice, I am trying 
to link the past to my own hospital experience and hopefully 
look towards a brighter future for psychiatric care. Outside 
In at Pallant House Gallery offers this opportunity for people 
like me with mental health issues to work with other people, 
teach, run workshops and do research. That’s something 
that’s come out of my reading for this project - breakdown 
is something that you can move on from, as you see from 
patient records of people who were able to leave the hospital.

What is it you hope to achieve by the end of the project?
I’d like to be sure that Chichester doesn’t end up never 
knowing that Graylingwell was there, and that the good and 
progressive things that the hospital achieved are remembered. 
In my own personal work, my connection with Pallant House 
Gallery is integral to my own recovery, so the thread of the 
hospital, breakdown, recovery and the keeping of relics is 
really important. I would like to think that what Rachel, Tess, 
Kate and I produce ensures that there is a trace of Graylingwell 
left in Chichester. On a personal artistic level, it’s been 
incredibly inspirational; learning to do the cyanotypes, using 
the copperplate writing. The son of Dr Brian Vawdrey came to 
our launch to share his father’s collection of patient’s artwork 
- he was a real pioneer. His archive is very precious and it’s 
wonderful that the family kept it. It’s brilliant to see that the 
hospital felt that creativity was the way forward. 

Lynne Firmager, Untitled

Lynne Firmager, Untitled
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When did you become interested in art?
When I was about 19 years old.

What is your favourite medium to work in and why?
Paints because I can mix bright colours.

How did you become involved with Pallant House Gallery?
I had an art taster at a local club, and the lady Sally thought I 
might like to explore other art options. I said yes a few years ago.

What did you know about the Gallery before you 
become involved?
Nothing at all.

How has the programme helped you with things such as 
confidence in your artwork?
I like doing art with others around me doing their art.

Do you find that your involvement in the Community 
Programme has affected or changed your style as an artist?
Yes, friendly people around me have helped me to try 
different things.

What is your favourite piece of work that you have done 
and why?
The vase. It’s big! And the colours I chose worked well.

Artist in Focus: David Harvey
David Harvey has lived just outside of Chichester for over twenty-nine years. He first became involved with Pallant 
House Gallery after an art taster at a local club. Currently a member of First Steps at the Gallery, David is a keen 
gardener and jogger. Here, he talks about his work and his involvement with the Gallery’s Community Programme.

David Harvey, The Vase

David Harvey, Untitled David Harvey, Untitled

First Steps are facilitated sessions for those who need extra support to do their artwork. The sessions are person-centred, 
encouraging each of the participants to work at their own pace and develop their own ways of working. For more information, 
contact Community Programme Coordinator Lucy Greenfield by calling 01243 770833, or emailing l.greenfield@pallant.org.uk
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How did you get involved with Partners in Art?
Belinda: I came on a Thursday morning to the workshops.
Anne: And I was a volunteer at Apuldram, where Belinda goes, 
and I helped with the art and craft classes there, so I came along 
on a Thursday with them. And I sat next to Belinda, and that’s 
how we got to know each other! 

Did you know each other before, through Apuldram?
A: Only a little bit, really.
B: Yeah, not very well at all!

How long have you been Partners for?
B: A long time! About a year.
A: Yes I think that’s right – just over a year. Gosh time goes quickly! 

Did you know anything about the Gallery or Partners in 
Art before you started?
A: Well I knew a little bit because I’d been a Room Steward at 
the Gallery for some years.
B: I didn’t know about it. I found out through Apuldram.

What do you enjoy most about your partnership?
B: Being good friends. 
A: Yes, we are like friends. I think learning from each other is the 
biggest thing. It’s lovely, and it’s wonderful to be able to come 
to the Gallery and use the workshop space.
B: And the paint and scissors and all the equipment. 

What kind of things do you do together? Do you work on 
the same thing, or separate things when you meet?
A: We usually come into the Gallery and meet about once a month.
B: At the moment we’re working on the same thing.
A: Yes, we’ve been making collage brooches and pictures 
using cut up paintings that we’ve done. Before that, you were 
working on a lot of paintings weren’t you Belinda?
B: I did a picture of lots of houses. It came out really nice. It’s 
definitely my favourite picture.

What do you think of each other’s work?
A: I think Belinda’s is really beautiful, and she’s really good at 
doing very detailed pictures like that lovely one of the houses. 
There are literally hundreds of houses in it, down over a lake. It 
was inspired by a Klimt painting. There’s also a Japanese inspired 
painting that Belinda worked on of boats on a river. Although 
some are based on other works, Belinda puts her stamp on it.
B: Yeah, I added extra houses to the one of the houses. 
A: We thought it could be a competition where people guess 
how many houses there are! 

When did you first become interested in art?
A: I was always interested I think, right from secondary school. 
But then I became an English Teacher and travelled a lot, so 
didn’t make anything for a while because of a lack of time. Since 
I’ve retired though, I’ve really got back into it.
B: I started when I came to the Gallery with Apuldram. I hadn’t 
done any art before then. 

Partnership in Focus: 
Belinda Paddock and Ann 
Laws

Belinda Paddock and Anne Laws have been Partners in Art for just over a year now after meeting when 
Anne was a volunteer with Apuldram on a trip to the Gallery. Kate Davey asks them a few questions 
about their experience of this unique scheme.

What medium do you work in?
B: I use acrylic paint. And I have used watercolour before. 
A: I used to use a lot of watercolour and gouache but now I’ve 
started to learn a little bit about acrylic. So it’s sort of mixed 
media really! We’ve also been doing some collage because 
I went on a course where we did paper embellishments for 
jewellery. We learnt how to make little brooches and things with 
gilded paper. Belinda’s made nearly three of those. 

Has the scheme affected the way you feel about your art?
B: I feel more confident now. I try things I wouldn’t normally 
do. Like making paint change colour by mixing lots of colours 
together.
A: I’ve definitely learned a lot about acrylic paint, because I 
used to find mixing watercolour and gouache much easier so it’s 
interesting to try something that you’re not used to. Yes and it’s 
interesting because Belinda’s much more careful with it and I’m 
far more slap-dash!

What’s your favourite piece?
B: The house painting, definitely! 

About Partners in Art 
A key part of Pallant House Gallery’s award winning Learning 
and Community Programme, Partners in Art provides 
opportunities for people with support needs to follow their 
interest in art by establishing creative partnerships. Carefully 
selected to meet the needs and creative ambitions of both the 
volunteer and the referral partner, partnerships are encouraged 
to work together in an equal way with respect for others’ 
creativity and interests. The scheme was founded in 2002 by 
Marc Steene, Executive Director of Pallant House Gallery, and 
Sandra Peaty, Head of Learning and Community.

“Learning from each other is the biggest thing”

Belinda Paddock, How Many Houses
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How to find Pallant House Gallery

Gallery opening times      Tuesday-Saturday: 10am-5pm
Thursday: 10am-8pm
Sunday/Bank Holidays: 11am-5pm
Monday: Closed

Family Open Day at 
Pallant House Gallery

Frank Brangwyn, Spain, 1938, Lithograph, (detail), Private Collection 
© David Brangwyn, the Brangwyn Estate. 

Coming soon to Pallant House Gallery
Conscience and Conflict: British Artists and 
the Spanish Civil War
8 November 2014 – 15 February 2015
www.pallant.org.uk

Sunday 28 September 2014
12 – 4pm 

Visit Pallant House Gallery for free and take 
part in a range of family friendly fundraising 
activities including a creative drop-in session 
and pick up a family trail at reception to help 
you discover new parts of the Gallery and 
the Collection. 

You can see Royal Academician Printmakers: 
New acquisitions through the Golder-Thompson 
Gift and Barbara Rae: Prints for free. 
The Scottish Colourist: JD Fergusson will be 
half price. 


